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Robert M. Shanteau Santa Clara Valley Bicycle Association



I.



INTRODUCTION



One of the problems transportation planners and engineers must solve is how to make the transportation system provide free and easy circulation for people and their goods with maximum safety.



In recent years, more



and more adults have chosen to transport themselves by bicycle.



These



adults, although improving their health and conserving energy, are finding the same problems in the road system that school chi Idren have faced al I along: bicycles.



streets that were neither intended nor designed for



The question now becomes how to make our road system serve



this desirable and growing demand.



The road system forms a grid on which bicyclists may begin and end their trips almost anywhere.



However, there .are problem spots in the



grid, cal led bottlenecks, that make a bicycle trip either incon.enfent or dangerous.



An appealing solution Is to fix the existing grid by



removing the bottlenecks rather than to try to design and bui Id a separate one for bicyclists.



How can an engineer or planner learn to recognize bicycle bottlenecks?



He must apply the knOWledge he already has on route declslon-



making by metor vehicle users to bicyclists considering the unique way the cyclists see the road system:



as a series of situations that require



riding between and merging into streams of vehicles 100 times more massive than his.
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The bicyclist decides his route for a relatively long trip by considering which bottlenecks he will traverse and then connecting those bottlenecks with regular streets.



He prefers, for instance, to



avoid a high speed, high volume interchange; but at the same time, he does not want to cross major streets without the benefit of



tr~ffic



signa Is.



~ecognizing



bicycle bottlenecks Is not easy for those unaccustomed to



,ne hazards of bicycl ing.



A street which has lanes marginal iy wide



enough for motorized traffic is not usually a problem to drivers, but a cyclist riding there will find it very narrow and frightening since he must merge with other traffic rather than ride alongside it.



In a



simple, straight situation, the bicyclist needs room to ride next to the vehicles in the traffic lane rather than deep within the lane.



Not al I situations are this simple.



All road users, Including bicyclists,



occasionally need to turn or change lanes to fol low their intended route.



When this Is necessary on roads with right turn only lanes, a



~rson on a bicycle usually finds It easiest to ride between the right



turning and the straight through traffic.



In FIgures I and 2,t the



bicyclist leaves the curbside position and crosses the traffic lane to the left to reach the lane separation stripe.*



Once there, the



eycl ist does not have to worry about conflicting traffic.



The trans-



ition from the curb to the lane stripe is done In the same way a lane



"The paint and pavement have different coefficients of friction and the can be Slippery in wet weather. Riding just off the painted line -ay be safer in some instances. ~aint



tSee p. 243 for figures 2, 4, and 5.
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change is made in a car:



one waits for a suitable gap, then signals and



pu II s over.



... \



I



I I



4-



_



..-/ FIGURE I.



DIAGRAM OF THE TRANSIT I ON FROM THE CU~ TO THE LANE SEPARATION STRiPE.



Some people tend to view the transition needed to reach the painted line as difficult and a dangerous maneuver.



But Its danger pales in



comparison to the truly dangerous situation that requires the cyclist to merge into the middle of a fast moving lane of traffic rather than to be able to ride between lanes.



When a shared lane Is narrow or where there Is a danger of being cut off by right turning cars, the bicyclist has the choice of riding In the middle of a lane or reverting to the role of a pedestrian.



In



this case, when a bicyclist chooses to exercise his rights as an operator of a vehicle, he Is confronted by a dangerous situation.
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Figure 2 - A bicyclist riding on the right tum only lane stripe.



PEDESTRIANS BICYCLES /.QTOR DR IVEN CYCLES PROHIBITED



Figure 4 - A motorist can drive from this surface street to meridian without entering the freeway. but a bicyclist is prohibited.



Figure 5 - A bicyclist can trip a loop at a traffic actuated signal, such as this one at Mathilda and Ahwanee Avenues in Sunnyvale, Califomia.
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These considerations led to the development of a classification system for bicycle bottlenecks (Figure 3).
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FIGURE 3.



2.



9



I



9-CELL MATRIX



9-CELL MATRIX



A matrix was developed classifying bottlenecks into: •



whether the area is an interchange, an intersection or connecti ng 11 nk



•



whether it is impossible, dangerous or simply difficult to ride through the area



This matrix 1 I lustrates 9 combinations of geometry and difficulty, one for each of its cel Is.



Cal I 7, for instance, is a difficult Interchange.
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3.



CELL EXAMPLES



Following are examples of problem areas depicted by each cell:



Cell I.



Impossible Interchange:



This is an interchange that has signs



prohibiting non-motorized traffic and is a key connection betuJeen two sUPface streets.



For instance, a cyclist headed east on Moorp=k Avenue



in San Jose, CA is confronted by the prohibition in FigUPe 4.



Cell 2.



Impossible Intersection:



A bicyclist frequently cannot make a



traffic actuated signal loop detect him and, if there are no pedestrian pushbuttons and no c= to trip the signal for him, there is no way to cross the intersection without running a red light.



A bicyclist can trip a loop by riding right on top of and paral lei to one of the wires 


If he cannot find the Wires, he cannot



The intersection of California State Highway 237 and



Maude Avenue in Sunnyvale, CA is one example of such an impossible intersection.
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Cel I 3.



Impossible Link:



When a bicyclist is prohibited from using a



higlvPay or has no route across a natural or man-made barrier, an impossible link exists.



An example is a section of freeway that is the only connection between two points, such as Interstate 280 near San Mateo, CA.



The freeway there



has replaced 2 mi les of Canada Road, which is part of a scenic touring route from San Jose to San Francisco.



The only alternative is a 1000 foot



descent fol iowed by a 1000 foot cl imb that takes a cyclist several miles out of the way.



Gel I 4.



Dangerous Interchange:



Whenever the cyclist is required to



cross high speed, high volume ramps with inadequate room to rruneuver into



position for traveling straight through (Figure 6), l


If, in addition, the lanes are narrol


enough room to ride next to the traffic and the danger is compounded.



FIGURE 6.



A BICYCLIST HAS NO ROOM TO PICK A SUITABLE GAP IN THE TRAFFIC TAKING THE RAMP. A GAP MUST OCCUR AT POINT A FOR THE BICYCLIST TO CROSS THE RAMP ENTRANCE SAFELY.
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Two of the roads leading into the huge Lockheed -



~~ffett



Industrial Park



complex in Sunnyvale, CA have high speed interchanges with narrow lanes and are a major deterrent which keep many employees from bicycling to work.



If an alternate grade-separated bicycle route were bui It, it



might attract 5$ of the 20,000 employees to bicycles, and those employees would save enough money by not using their cars in two years to pay for the special bridges.*



Cell 5.



Dangerous Intersection:



An intersection that forces a bicyclist



to merge into a stream of traffic to avoid being cut off by turning cars is unnecessarily dangerous.



When confronted by an intersection such as the one shown in Figure 7, t a bicyclist legally must ride on path b, just inside the optional turn lane, since this is as far to·the right as practicable one can ride without being in the right turn lane.**



However, a person could get



away with riding next to the curb (on path d) if he stopped at the intersection crosswalk and, before proceeding, gave way to al I other veh icles.



*If each cyclist rode 5 miles each way for 200 days per year, a cost saving of $200,000 annually would result. **Note that a bicyclist riding as a vehicle in the right turn lane (on path c or d) must turn right since he has all the rights and duties of the operator of a vehicle (\). tSee p. 249 for figures 7, 8, and 9.
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If a bicyclist rides legally on path b. he is In danger of being cut off by right turning cars.



His alternative is to take the center of



the optional turn lane (path a) which puts him in danger of being struck from behind.



Intersections should be designed so the legal way to ride is also safe.



Cel I 6.



Dangerous Link:



Any street with insuffiaient room for a ayaZil



to ride next to the traffia aaused by pariced aars,



s~e2T.1



naM'O;.}



This situation aan be



bridges, underpasses, eta.



aZZ of whiah forae the ayaUst



Cell 7.



is dangerous.



Difficult Interchange:



to



(Figure 8).



merge into the traffia stream.



Beaause of inherent probZems with



interahanges, they are at best "diffwuZt" for biayaUsts. an interahange troubZesome is the impUaation



What makes



that motor vehiaZes may



freeZy turn in front of biayaUsts traveling straight



(2).



The use of'



broken painted Une on the right side or the through traffia Zane suah as in Figure 9 ron improve the safety of an interahange by removing this impUaation.



Suah broken lines have been used for several years



on freeways to deUneate aaaeleration and deaeleration lanes



(3).
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Figure 7 - The four white arrows show the possible paths through this intersection; path b is the technically legal one. A person could ride on path d if he yielded to all other traffic at the Intersection.



Figure 8 - Old Almaden Road in San Jose, California narrows dangerously at this railroad bridge.



Figure 9 - An example of the striping method the author helped develop in San Jose. The broken stripe removes any implication that a car may freely turn in front of a bicyclist.
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Right turn only lanes can be used to advantage, also 


Once there, he is visible and



Even if a following motorist is delayed by an awkward



movement, knowledge of what the cyclist wi II do helps the motorist avoid a collision.



In most situations, such a transition is less dangerous



than a "dart-out" in the gore area 


Cell 8.



Difficult Intersection:



Some intersection designs require



bicycZists to ride on top of painted lines as they approach the intersection (Figures 1 and 2).



Because many riders view this maneuver as



troublesome, an intersection that requires this action can be classified as "difficult."



Cel I 9.



Difficult Link:



Difficult links are streets upon which a



cyclist is constantly plagued by "nuisance" factors:



strewn glass,



broken pavement, riffZed edges, a lengthwise gap between the gutter and the street, gravel, pavement reflectors, etc.



*See p. 251 for figures 10, 11, and 12.
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Figure 10 - The author riding past a freeway entrance' ramp. By riding on the stripe, he is riding legally and avoids a dangerous situation.



Figure 11 - A bicyclist riding next to the curb is riding illegally and endangers his life by having to "dart out. "



Figure 12 - This grade-separated crossing for non-motorized traffic across Interstate 280 in San Jose turns Monroe Street into a virtual bicycle freeway.
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These factors are at best uncomfortable and worse, may cause a spil I. A bicyclist steers by leaning and turning the front wheel enough to keep the bicycle in equilibrium (4).



If something bumps the front



wheel in the opposite direction whi Ie a cyclist is leaning into a turn, as can sometimes happen when the front wheel hits a pavement reflector, the rider cannot recover and will hit the ground, hard.



4.



RESOLUT ION METHODS



Once a bicycle bottleneck is classified, the next step is to figure out how to fix it.



Pavement additions and traffic control device changes



have to be made to assure that there is a legal and safe way to ride through the area.



To understand the bicyclist's problem, a transportation planner or engineer should imagine riding through a problem area following vehicular rules of the road.



By knowing that it Is safest not to be forced into



riding in the middle of a traffic lane and not to al low oneself to be cut off by turning cars, one can come up with a plan· for improvement that serves bicyclists wei I.



Once the unique problems of the bicyclist are understood, it can be seen that there are many different solutions possible for a given bottleneck. find:



Fol lowing is only a glimpse at the pcssible solutions one may
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Bike lanes can serve as a means to fi:!: bottZenecks. if they are planned to go through the /Jorst problem areas and are designed for the vehicular style of riding.



Artemas Ginzton's bicycle boulevard concept is useful (5).



She suggests



turning a lightly traveled road into a bicycle arterial by selectively blockading motorized traffic and constructing paths to connect gaps in the continuity of the selected roads.



The grade-separated crossing sholJn in Figure 12. for instance. turns an otheI'lJise quiet Monroe Street in San Jose- into a virtual bicycle freetJay. It is both convenient and safe since it is /Jell designed. its connections are good and it is /Jell lit inside.



5.



CONCLUSION



A resolved bottleneck lets bicyclists ride harmoniously, legally and safely with other traffic.



They do not have to fend for themselves jn



a hosti Ie environment, aggravating other road users In the process. Bicyclists can best be helped by including consideration of bottlenecks in transportation plans, assuring that existing problems are fixed and that new ones are not created.



The concepts developed here will help transportation planners, engineers and others see the traffic vehicle mix from the bicyclist's point of view.
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